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Solved issues with PACTware 3.6 SP1 (3.6.0.3) 
(P+F relevant issues) 

1  

Summary  ______: License problem with Softing Profibus Comm-DTM  

Description  P+F License model with Softing Profibus Comm-DTM does not 

work: If general 4 weeks trial license was expired a deadlock 

appears when a P+F DTM is in the project and the project is 

accessed. 

2  

Summary  0001485: Project load error while loading Profibus DTMs  

Description  PACTware freezes while opening a project. According to what is 

on the screen when it freezes, it seems to be while a Profibus 

Comm DTM is being loaded. It happened a few times, so it was 

going to be analysed later because it seemed reproducible, but 

seems to no longer happen. The screenshot may be helpful. At 

the time, an Endress + Hauser Profibus and HART library were 

installed, and the Softing PB Comm DTM PROFIdtm 2.04(111).  

3  

Summary  0001510: No ValidateRemove... and OnRemoveChild in COPIED 

topology  

Description  From PW 3.5 to 3.6 the mechanism of copying has been 

changed back to mechanism without ValidateAddChild and 

OnAddChild. That's OK. But now in the new copied subtopology 

there are calls of ValidateRemoveChild and OnRemoveChild 

while removing any child node. This also occures, if this 

subtopology has been been persisted and reloaded.  

So it seems to be registered by each node how it has been 

added to the topology.  
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Still pending issues with PACTware 3.6 SP1 (3.6.0.3) 
(P+F relevant issues) 

 

1  

 

Summary  0001528: Gateway channels are left in project after removing a 

P+F LB/FB GatewayDTM with I/O modules  

Description  topology: 

P+F LB Rio 8105 with I/O modules  

Remove LB 8105 bus coupler: PACTware removes I/O modules 

too 

Save Project ... 

Open Project again: Message "Der Ger?tetreiber <Slot 06> 

konnte nicht geladen werden! occures (<Slot 06> = 

GatewayChannel) (And a message for every further GW-Channel 

behind the first used one) 

 


